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Posterior circulation infarction in patients with traumatic
cervical spinal cord injury and its relationship to vertebral
artery injury

LL de Heredia1, M Belci2, D Briley3, RJ Hughes1, B McNeillis1, TM Meagher1, S Yanny1 and D McKean1

Study design: Prospective study.
Objective: To ascertain the prevalence of posterior circulation stroke in traumatic chronic spinal cord injured (SCI) patients and
associated traumatic vertebral artery injuries (VAI).
Methods: All adult patients with cervical SCI and American Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale (AIS) grade A or B referred
for follow-up magnetic resonance imaging of their spinal cord were invited to take part in the study between January 2010 and
December 2012 at the National Spinal Injury Centre. Two additional sequences were added to the existing imaging protocol to
evaluate the brain and vertebral arteries.
Results: Ninety-eight patients were recruited. All imaging were analysed independently by three consultant radiologists. Posterior
circulation infarcts were noted in seven (7%) patients. Significant VAI was noted in 13 patients (13%) with 10 occlusions and 3 with
high-grade stenosis. However, only one patient had co-existent posterior circulation infarct and significant VAI.
Conclusion: There is an increased prevalence of posterior circulation infarction in SCI patients. The relationship with associated
traumatic VAI requires further investigation.
Spinal Cord advance online publication, 2 September 2014; doi:10.1038/sc.2014.145

INTRODUCTION

Vertebral artery injuries (VAI), which includes occlusion, dissection,
intimal tear, stenosis and pseudoaneurysm formation, are well-
documented sequelae of blunt traumatic cervical injury in both
neurologically intact and patients with spinal cord injury (SCI).1–3

Rates of VAI associated with cervical spinal trauma vary significantly
with the incidence ranging from 3 to 88% in the literature.
Prospective studies suggest rates in the range of 17–27%4–8 with a
fatal outcome reported in rare cases.9

Evaluation of vertebral arteries has become increasingly feasible
with modern imaging systems. Almost all patients with acute SCI will
undergo multidetector computer tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging. Inclusion of contrast in the CT study to procure
CT angiography or time of flight (TOF) magnetic resonance
angiography (MRA) of the carotid and extracranial vertebral arteries
will add little time to imaging assessment and, although neither
technique is as sensitive as catheter angiography, they will identify the
majority of serious arterial injuries.8

There are conflicting and limited reports as to the association of
posterior cerebrovascular embolic strokes with VAI; one series did not
find any cases of stroke in a cohort of 64 patients with VAI assessed
with brain magnetic resonance imaging4 whereas another reported a
24% incidence of stroke with a mortality rate of 8%.1

In the context of SCI, evaluation of any co-existing brain infarct is
difficult. Posterior circulation infarction can be subtle in presentation,

and the presence of established cervical cord injury profoundly limits
clinical examination making imaging critical in the detection of and
diagnosis of cerebrovascular events in SCI patients.

The identification of SCI patients at risk of posterior circulation
infarct secondary to VAI is no longer one simply of academic interest.
The development of successful vertebral artery intervention in the
trauma setting5,6,10 means it may now be technically feasible to treat
VAI if this is shown to improve patient outcome, such as decreasing
the risk of subsequent posterior circulation stroke.

This study examines the point prevalence of posterior circulation
infarction in SCI patients and its association with persistent
VAI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Adult patients with a previous traumatic cervical spinal damage at least 6

months since injury with an American Spinal Injury Association impairment

scale (AIS) grade A or B attending for follow-up imaging of their cervical cord

at the National Spinal Injury Centre were invited to participate in this study

between January 2010 and December 2012. The National Spinal Injury Centre

research review board approved this prospective study and favorable ethics

opinion was granted in March 2009 from Milton Keynes Research Ethics

Committee (REC ref. no. 09/H0603/6). Written informed consent was

obtained from each patient.

In addition to standard spine magnetic resonance imaging sequences, all

patients had additional two or three dimensional TOF MRA of carotids and

vertebral arteries for the detection of vertebral artery stenosis and axial
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T2-weighted fast spin echo brain sequence for the detection of posterior

circulation strokes.

Patients were imaged by using a 1.5-T MR scanner Symphony System

(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and an eight-channel neurovascular phased-

array coil. The TOF MRA imaging parameters were as follows: 501 flip angle,

256� 163 matrix, 200� 150 field of view, 64 slices, 3 mm section thickness,

overlap 1 mm, TR 27, TE6.59 and acquisition time of 3 min 55 s. The magnetic

resonance imaging of the brain included the acquisition of axial T2-weighted

gradient spin-echo images, TR 4000, TE 95, 1501 flip angle, 512� 384 matrix,

230� 230 field of view, 19 slices, 5 mm thickness, overlap 1.5 mm and

acquisition time of 1 min 22 s.

All studies were reviewed independently by two of three fellowship-trained

consultant radiologists experienced in both neurological and spinal radiology.

The V2 segment of the vertebral artery was graded as follows on TOF MRA:

Grade 0 (unable to assess because of movement/artefact), Grade 1 (no

significant stenosis), Grade 2 (uniformly hypoplastic VA over the V1, V2

and V3 segments, diametero3 mm), Grade 3 (significant stenosis, at least

70%) or Grade 4 (complete occlusion).

Posterior circulation infarction was diagnosed based on an area of focal high

signal T2 in the distribution of the posterior circulation on T2-weighted axial

brain imaging and other incidental findings recorded. All patients with a

diagnosis of posterior circulation infarct had clinical notes reviewed to

ascertain any neurological deterioration.

Following radiologist grading of the vertebral arteries and brain imaging, the

results were analysed using Kappa score for interobserver agreement. Where

there was discordant radiologist interpretation, the scans were reassessed and a

decision reached by consensus.

RESULTS

A total of 98 patients were recruited. The mean age of the study group
was 46 years (range, 18–82), median 45 years and 81% were men
(n¼ 79). The majority of patients (76%, n¼ 74) had complete
paralysis (AIS A). The distribution of the neurologic level of injury
was as follows: C3, 3% (n¼ 3); C4, 16% (n¼ 16); C5, 30% (n¼ 29);
C6, 32% (n¼ 31); C7, 18% (n¼ 18) and C8, 1% (n¼ 1).

Thirteen (13%) patients had significant VAI (10 complete occlu-
sions and 3 grade 3 stenoses). Three patients had grade 2 (hypoplastic
vertebral artery) and 81 participants were scored as grade 1 (normal).
VAI was more common in complete SCI patients, AIS A, 77%
(n¼ 10). The prevalence of right VAI was more than double that seen
on the left with right VAI in 10 (77%) and left VAI in 3 (33%)
patients (Table 1). Five patients with VAI had a spinal fixation, with
artefact in one patient preventing accurate assessment of the vertebral
arteries.

Table 1 Demographic data of patients with vertebral artery injury

N¼13 % (n)

Male 77 (10)

Female 33 (3)

Mean age 47 (25–78)

Spinal fixation 38 (5)

AIS A 77 (10)

AIS B 33 (3)

Vertebral artery grading

N¼196 vertebral arteries in 98 patients

Grade 0 0.5 (1)

Grade 1 91 (179)

Grade 2 1.5 (3)

Grade 3 1.5 (3)

Grade 4 5 (10)

Vertebral artery affected

Left 33 (3)

Right 77 (10)

Neurologic cervical level of injury

C4 15 (2)

C5 54 (7)

C6 15 (2)

C7 15 (2)

Abbreviation: AIS, American Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale.

Figure 1 Occluded vertebral artery. A 37-year-old patient who sustained a C7 AIS A spinal cord injury. (a) Axial images from a two dimensional TOF

acquisition show absence of flow (arrow) in the V2 segment of the right vertebral artery (Grade 4). (b) Axial T2-weighted image demonstrates a well-

circumscribed focus of high signal within the left occipital lobe typical of established posterior circulation infarct (arrow).
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The distribution of cervical fracture levels associated with VAI was
C4 (15%), C5 (55%), C6 (15%) and C7 (15%). The interobserver
Kappa score was 0.9 for the grading of vertebral arteries.

The prevalence of posterior circulation stroke was 7% (n¼ 7) with
an interobserver Kappa score of 0.85. One of these seven patients had
suffered detectable neurological deterioration, changing the AIS grade
from B to A. All the other patients in this trial remained clinically and
neurologically stable. Of the seven patients with posterior circulation
infarction, one had an occluded vertebral (grade 4), one had a
hypoplastic vertebral artery (grade 2) and the remainder were normal
(see Figures 1–3). In the posterior circulation stroke group, the mean
age was 46 (range 31–72 years), 71% were men (n¼ 5) and 86% were
AIS A (n¼ 6) (Table 2).

Incidental findings included one patient with right temporal gliosis
attributed to brain trauma and one with anterior circulation stroke.

DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates that SCI patients are at significantly higher
risk of posterior circulation stroke compared with an age-matched
normal population (Table 3) and have a high prevalence of VAI.

Although the prevalence of posterior circulation stroke in this
series (7%) is comparable with the global stroke risk found in a recent
study of the general population,11 our patients are from a younger
cohort. In addition, the vast majority of infarcts we report are in the
posterior circulation territory in contrast to the predominance of
supratentorial and anterior circulation strokes detected by MR in
previous studies looking at clinically silent infarcts.11,12 These findings
make the history of significant cervical trauma in our patients likely
to be relevant to the aetiology of their cerebrovascular events11,13

(Table 3).
The prevalence of significant VAI in our group (13%) was

comparable with previous studies.4 The mechanism and timing of
these posterior circulation infarcts in SCI patients remain unclear. It is
probable that the cerebrovascular insult occurs at the time of acute
injury secondary to vertebral artery transection or occlusion.
However, we found no clear association between persistent VAI
occlusion and posterior circulation stroke with only one patient
with a vertebral artery occlusion demonstrating a posterior circulation
stroke.

It may be that the cerebrovascular insult occurs at the time of acute
injury secondary to vertebral artery transection or occlusion.

Figure 2 Hypoplastic vertebral artery. A 31-year-old patient who sustained a C6 AIS A spinal cord injury. (a) Axial image (anterior view) from a two

dimensional TOF acquisition shows a hypoplastic left vertebral artery (arrow) (Grade 2). (b) MIP image (anterior view) from a two dimensional TOF

acquisition shows absence of signal in the expected course of the left vertebral artery (arrow). (c) Axial T2-weighted image demonstrates a well-

circumscribed focus of high signal within the left cerebellar hemisphere in keeping with previous posterior circulation infarct (arrow).

Figure 3 Normal vertebral artery. A 55-year-old man with long-standing cervical fracture of C5-6 AIS A. (a) Sagittal T1-weighted image demonstrates old

compression fracture of C5 with cord atrophy. (b) TOF MRA with normal vertebral artery (arrow) (Grade 1). (c) Axial T2-weighted image demonstrates a well-

circumscribed, hyperintense focus (arrow) within the left cerebellar hemisphere in keeping with previous posterior circulation infarct.
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However, no association between persistent VAI occlusion and
posterior circulation stroke on follow-up imaging was seen in our
study.

It may also be possible that the embolic episodes follow recanalisa-
tion of VAI in the post-traumatic period resulting in distal infarction.
This may account for infarcts that have been clinically detected in the
recovery period following acute spinal injury.14

This temporal relationship is an important consideration with
respect to potential vertebral artery intervention. If infarction occurs
at the time of injury, intervention will be of limited benefit. However,
if infarction is a subacute phenomenon, there may be a rationale for
careful assessment and intervention.

Finally, it may be that there is no relationship between VAI and
posterior circulation stroke in SCI patients and that these infarcts are
secondary to patient immobility. However, all SCI patients in our
cohort have routinely received 6 months anticoagulation therapy post
injury. In addition, the predominance of posterior circulation infarcts

and relative absence of supratentorial infarcts makes systemic embolic
events a less likely hypothesis.

The detected rate of VAI will depend on the imaging technique
used in assessment and the temporal relationship to the acute injury.
Using catheter angiography, intimal tears and low-grade stenosis may
be clearly evident and rates of detected injury correspondingly
higher.1,5 The majority of studies evaluating VAI in the context of
blunt trauma in the last decade have used TOF MRA, which is rapid
and non-invasive.7–9 It is adequate to evaluate occlusion and high-
grade stenosis but is limited in assessment of intimal injury and even
pseudoaneurysm formation.15 Multidetector CT continues to
improve in accuracy and currently its ability to assess VAI lies
somewhere between catheter angiography and TOF MRA.16

Many previous studies have examined VAI in the context of acute
or subacute trauma. A single study4 looked at follow-up imaging and
noted recanalisation in previously occluded arteries. In another study,
normalisation of the previously injured vertebral artery appearance
was observed by the time of repeat imaging examination.17 This may
explain the relatively lower rates of VAI in our study (13%) compared
with other published series.1,2,7 Our data may be consistent with the
hypothesis that injuries which result in vertebral artery transection
may in fact be protective for posterior circulation infarction, if the
collateral circulation is sufficient to prevent an acute stroke, by
preventing later embolic events at the time of recanalisation. However,
further studies will be required to investigate this further.

Our series contrasts with the absence of stroke reported by
Taneichi4, in a cohort of 64 patients with cervical fractures without
cord injury, where the identified VAI rate was a similar 17%. Torina
et al.3 observed that VAI was more common with more severe SCI
with increased rates in AIS A/B injured patients over AIS C/D graded
injuries.

The grading of stenosis used in our study includes description of
hypoplastic vertebral artery. This is a well-described often incidental
finding in up to 10% of adult population18 but there is a risk in
differentiating an incidental hypoplastic artery and a long dissection.
We judged that if the V1 and V3 segments were uniformly narrow,
dissection was unlikely. We have proposed a new simple vertebral
artery grading system rather than as previously described by Biffl
et al.19 as this pertained to catheter angiography: TOF MRA is not
adequate to comment on intimal tears, minor thrombus or fistula
formation.

A survey of current practice20 indicated a variable approach to
treatment of both carotid and VAI following trauma including
anti-coagulation, anti-platelet therapy, combined anticoagulation

Table 2 Demographic data of patients with posterior circulation

stroke

N¼7 % (n)

Patients

Male 71 (5)

Female 29 (2)

Mean age 46 (31–72)

Spinal fixation 43 (3)

Left 57 (4)

Right 43 (3)

AIS A 86 (6)

AIS B 14 (1)

Vertebral artery grading

Grade 1 72 (5)

Grade 2 14 (1)

Grade 4 14 (1)

Neurologic cervical level of injury

C4 29 (2)

C5 14 (1)

C6 43 (3)

C7 14 (1)

Abbreviation: AIS, American Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale.

Table 3 Posterior circulation stroke in the normal asymptomatic population compared with this study

o45years 45–59 years 60–74 years 75–97 years Total

Our study (mean age, 46 years;

range 18–82)

3 (6%, n¼48) 2 (7%, n¼27) 2 (10%, n¼21) 0 (n¼2) 7 (7%, n¼98)

Vernooij et al.11

(mean age, 63.3 years; range, 45.7–96.7)

— 30 (4%, n¼750) 68 (6.8%, n¼993) 47 (18.3%, n¼257) 145 (7.2%, n¼2000)

Compter et al.13

(mean age, 60 years; range 52–68)

No VA stenosis 12 (o0.1%, n¼3435).

With asymptomatic VA stenosis

5 (0.4%, n¼282)

Katzman et al.21

(mean age, 30.6 years; range 3–83)

3 (0.3%, n¼1000)

Abbreviation: VA, vertebral artery.
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and anti-platelet or stent placement. Although this study indicated a
preference for anticoagulation alone, clinicians used all available
options in practice. Clinicians were aware of the risk ischemic
stroke and the detection of significant stenosis or vessel occlusion
would be likely to change patient management significantly.

There are limitations to this study. The patient cohort is not
randomised, is symptomatic, and limited to AIS A and B cord injury.
The vertebral artery assessment method was TOF, both two and three
dimensional, which carry significant constraints in detecting the
spectrum of subtle VAI, including intimal tears.

Despite these limitations, the data indicate that in the context of
blunt cervical trauma with cord injury, there is a significant risk of
posterior circulation infarction. Our findings highlight the need for
further research including both the early and late phase of injury to
establish the temporal relationship between infarction, acute cervical
blunt trauma and associated arterial injury. Clarification of both the
absolute stroke risk and underlying mechanism is necessary to justify
any potential therapeutic intervention that may also carry significant
risk. Inclusion of CT angiography and MRA into routine protocols
may be advocated in the acute and subacute period when assessing
the cervical spine to detect associated VAI.

In summary, this study highlights the significant risk of posterior
circulation stroke in patients with SCI. Given the difficulty of
detecting such strokes in this population group, clinicians must
maintain a high degree of vigilance for this condition.
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